KABLOONA
up to Perry River from Coppermine.  I had a rare laugh out
of that address.
All this was moving swiftly into the past, and between the
wide grins of the half-civilized natives and the importunate
messages from Outside, I sat glumly down in the Post and
waited for the sled that was to take me out on the last trail.
Into the holiday fever of the camp a group of Eskimos from
inland brought suddenly the news that the caribou were moving
north.
For these Mainland Eskimos, much more than for those who
wander among the islands in the Glacial Ocean, the caribou is
the centre and fundament of their existence. It represents for
them not merely what wheat represents for a peasant of the
Beauce or a Kansas farmer, not merely what fish means for the
Netsilik kindred. Caribou means meat and stronger dogs; but
it means also bone for weapons, hide for clothing, sinew for
sewing-thread. They live on the edge of the northward migra-
tion of the herd, and the coming of the caribou is their annual
rescue from destitution.
The imagination of these natives is visual: they actually see
the caribou, see meat, when they hear the name; and the news
spread a fresh fever round the Post, woke the Eskimos abruptly
as the French are waked by the cry, The enemy is at the gates!'
Mokahainek and I lashed a sled and were the first down the
bay and round the point into the Perry River, Kailek and one of
Matomiak's sons following close behind. We travelled inland
through a landscape of low hills, running some eight or ten miles
over the bed of the river, calling out to our dogs in those words
that seem to be the same the world over, cGee!J and cHaw!5 to
guide them to left or right, while my half-civilized companions
gravely pulled out watches to mark the hour, or stopped,
climbed a hill, brought forth telescopes and solemnly inspected
the horizon. No caribou were in sight, and at eleven that night
we made camp, four of us sleeping in a single small tent.
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